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Abstract Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes are
one of the best error correcting codes that enable the
future generations of wireless devices to achieve higher
data rates with excellent quality of service. This paper
presents two novel flexible decoder architectures. The
first one supports (3, 6) regular codes of rate 1/2 that
can be used for different block lengths. The second
decoder is more general and supports both regular
and irregular LDPC codes with twelve combinations
of code lengths −648, 1296, 1944-bits and code rates-
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6- based on the IEEE 802.11n standard.
All codes correspond to a block-structured parity check
matrix, in which the sub-blocks are either a shifted iden-
tity matrix or a zero matrix. Prototype architectures
for both LDPC decoders have been implemented and
tested on a Xilinx field programmable gate array.
Keywords Low density parity check codes ·
Reconfigurable architectures · Error correcting codes
1 Introduction
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes were pro-
posed by Gallager [1] more than 40 years ago, but his
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work received little attention until after the invention
of turbo codes, which used the same concept of iterative
decoding. In 1996, MacKay and Neal [2] rediscovered
LDPC codes. The excellent error correction capability
of these codes led to an overwhelming interest in de-
signing LDPC codes suitable for practical applications.
One of the major applications for error correcting
codes such as convolutional code, turbo or LDPC codes
is wireless communications. Every year millions of
wireless devices enter the market. There is an increas-
ing need for higher data rate and higher throughput
which requires the use of stronger and more powerful
error correcting codes. The LDPC and turbo codes
have been shown to be the two major competitors in
this space. Many standards have adopted or are consid-
ering LDPC codes, such as DVB-S2, IEEE 802.11n and
WiMAX. Other standards, such as DVB-S and 3GPP-
LTE, use turbo codes.
Throughput and complexity of LDPC decoding de-
pend on six major parameters: the number of bits in
the codeword or ‘block length’, the ratio of the num-
ber of information bits to the codeword length or
‘code rate’, the complexity of computations at each
processing node, the complexity of interconnection, the
parallelism level, and the number of times that local
computations need to be repeated or the number of
iterations. There is a trade-off between performance of
the decoder and the complexity and speed of decod-
ing. We will address these trade-offs throughout this
paper in more detail. One of the main advantages of
LDPC codes is the inherent parallelism in the decoding
process which can lead to a very high decoding through-
put if used properly. In this paper, we present two novel
high throughput LDPC decoders. One of them supports
the (3, 6) regular LDPC codes of rate 1/2 [3]. This
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architecture is suitable for applications with area/power
constraints and high throughput requirements which
do not need total flexibility in terms of block length
and code rate. By using the knowledge gained from
the first decoder architecture, we describe the design
of a high throughput, flexible LDPC decoder that sup-
ports multiple block lengths (648, 1296, 1944 bits) and
multiple code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6) based on the
IEEE 802.11n standard [4] for irregular LDPC codes.
These codes are block-structured with profiles (refer
to [5]) that provide error-correcting performance close
to excellent fully random codes, such as the codes
from [6]. This LDPC decoder has a semi-parallel de-
sign and supports twelve codes with a small control
and arithmetic logic overhead [7]. It can also switch
between different code sizes and code rates on the
fly without any need for recompilation or re-synthesis.
Furthermore, it uses layered belief propagation (LBP)
which converges twice as fast as the standard belief
propagation algorithm, resulting in two times higher
data throughput [8]. This decoder architecture is easily
expandable to support other code sizes/rates.
In the last few years extensive research have been
done on designing architectures for LDPC coding.
Researchers have been looking for the best trade-off
between area, data rate and power consumption. Au-
thors in [9] directly mapped the Sum-Product decod-
ing algorithm to hardware. They used a fully parallel
approach and connected all the functional units with
wires according to the Tanner graph connections. Al-
though this decoder has very good performance, the
large area and the routing complexity and overhead
makes this approach infeasible for larger block lengths
(e.g. more than 1000 bits). Also, there is no flexibility in
this decoder.
Another approach is to have a semi-parallel decoder
and reuse the processing units to decrease the area cost
at the expense of lower throughput than fully paral-
lel. In [10], a field programmable gate array (FPGA)
implementation of a (3, 6) regular LDPC semi-parallel
decoder is offered. They used a multi-layered inter-
connection network to access messages from memory.
Authors in [11] proposed a low-power 1055 bit, rate
0.4, (3, 5) regular semi-parallel decoder architecture. A
fully structured parity check matrix (PCM) was used
to eliminate the data dependence among the neighbor-
ing nodes which led to a simpler memory addressing
scheme than [10]. By using a semi-parallel approach,
several processing units - equal to the size of the sub-
blocks S- can work simultaneously to reduce the decod-
ing time and hence increase the throughput by a factor
of S compared to the serial approach.
Most of the works related to architectures for LDPC
decoders are based on a fixed code [3, 12] or they are
scalable and support multiple rates, but only for a single
code size. For example, a scalable structured LDPC
decoder with relatively high data throughput is pro-
posed in [13] for very long codeword lengths defined
by the DVB-S2 standard. Also, authors in [14, 15]
and [16] offered multi-rate decoder designs based on
structured PCMs for regular and irregular codes, using
the standard belief propagation algorithm.
In recent years, several other architectures have
been proposed for decoding LDPC codes. Most of them
use Quasi-cyclic LDPC codes with variations of the
sum-product decoding algorithm. To name a few, the
reader is referred to [17–26].
FPGAs or Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs) are very suitable for designing LDPC en-
coders/decoders because of the flexible number of
processing units that can work in parallel rather than
the limited number of processing units in Digital Signal
Processors or general purpose processors.
Every application has its own requirements and spe-
cific parameters. In order to decrease the design time
and reuse the same hardware for many applications,
a general, configurable, flexible architecture that sup-
ports several cases is of interest. This LDPC decoder
should support a family of codes and should be able
to switch between different code types seamlessly. For
example, in wireless communication systems, or in user
cooperation schemes, when the transmission channel is
good, codes with a fewer number of redundant bits or
higher rates can be used. Or, smaller block lengths can
be used when there is less data to be transferred. So, a
multi-size, multi-rate LDPC decoder is a suitable choice
for future generations of wireless devices.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2
overviews the LDPC codes, describing their encoding
and decoding processes. A flexible architecture for reg-
ular LDPC codes is described in Section 3. Section 4
presents a novel flexible architecture for both regular
and irregular LDPC codes. The decoder architecture
prototypes are implemented on an FPGA and also
synthesized for ASIC using Chartered Semiconductor
0.13 μm CMOS technology. The details of the archi-
tectures are presented in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.
2 LDPC Codes
LDPC codes are a class of linear block codes specified
by a very sparse PCM H(N−K)×N . Each element of the
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PCM is either a zero or a one, where nonzero entries
are typically placed at random. During the encoding
process, N − K redundant bits are added to the K
information bits to form a codeword length of N bits.
The code rate is the ratio of the information bits to
the total bits transmitted in a codeword (R = K/N).
LDPC codes are usually represented by a bi-partite
graph called a ‘Tanner graph’. There are two classes of
nodes in a Tanner graph, ‘Variable’ nodes and ‘Check’
nodes. A variable node corresponds to a ‘coded bit’
or a PCM column, and a check node corresponds to a
parity check equation or a row of the PCM. There is
an edge between each pair of nodes if there is a ‘one’
in the corresponding PCM entry. During the decoding
process, messages are passed among the graph nodes.
Log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) are used for representa-
tion of reliability messages.
The number of nonzero elements in each row or
column of a PCM is called the ‘degree’ of that node.
An LDPC code is regular or irregular based on the
node degrees. If variable or check nodes have differ-
ent degrees, then the LDPC code is called ‘irregular’
otherwise, it is called ‘regular’. In low SNR regimes,
irregular codes usually have better performance than
regular codes [5] because the nodes with higher degrees
converge faster and assist the nodes with lower degrees.
On the other hand, irregularity of the code results in a
more complex hardware architecture.
Figure 1 shows a Tanner graph of a simple PCM
H4×8. In this graph variable and check nodes have
degrees of two and four, respectively. To encode a
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Figure 1 Tanner graph of a PCM.
message M of K bits with LDPC codes, one might
compute C1×N = M1×K.GK×N , in which C is the code-
word and G is the generator matrix of the code. At
first glance, encoding may seem to be a computation-
ally expensive task for large matrices, but there exist
some reduced complexity algorithms for encoding the
LDPC codes such as [27]. In this work, our focus is
on the decoder design. In the following sections, we
will show that by taking advantage of the iterative
decoding process and structure of the code matrix, we
can increase the parallelism level of the architecture
and increase the throughput of the decoder.
2.1 Decoding Using Variations of Sum-Product
Algorithm
Gallager presented a decoding algorithm that is effec-
tively optimal in his seminal work in 1960. Since then,
other researchers have independently discovered that
algorithm and related algorithms, albeit sometimes for
different applications. The algorithm is usually referred
to with different names such as ‘Message Passing’,
‘Sum-Product’ or ‘Belief Propagation’. It iteratively
computes the probability distributions of variables in
graph-based models. The iterative decoding algorithm
for turbo codes is a specific instance of the Sum-Product
algorithm.
Consider the Tanner graph of Fig. 1 for an LDPC
code. During the decoding process, information is sent
along the edges of the graph. Local computations are
done in each node of the graph. To facilitate the sub-
sequent iterative processing, one tries to keep the
graph as sparse (low density) as possible. Although
that approach can be suboptimal, it is usually quite
close to optimal and has an excellent complexity vs.
performance tradeoff. In the rest of this section, we
will describe the original Sum-Product algorithm and
some of its variations such as the Modified Min-Sum
(MMS) algorithm and LBP algorithm. Throughout this
paper, an Additive White Gaussian Noise channel is
considered with Binary Phase Shift Keying modulation
of the signals.
2.1.1 Sum-Product Algorithm in Log Domain
Let Rmj denote the check node LLR message sent from
the check node m to the variable node j. Let L(qmj)
denote the variable node LLR message sent from the
variable node j to the check node m. The L(q j) ( j =
1, . . . , N) represent the a posteriori probability ratio
(APP messages) for all variable nodes (coded bits). The
APP messages are initialized with the corresponding a
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priori (channel) reliability value of the coded bit j. In
each iteration, some of the APP messages correspond-
ing to the code bits that are received in error are cor-
rected. Theoretically, the received codeword converges
to the transmitted codeword after several iterations.
The Sum-Product algorithm operates on the nonzero
entries of the PCM H. It iterates over the columns and
rows of the PCM performing the following steps:
Step 1) Initialization: For each variable node j, mes-
sages L(qmj) that correspond to a particular
check equation m are computed according to:
L(qmj) = L(q j) = 2y j/σ 2, (1)
in which y j is the received signal and σ is the
channel noise.
Step 2) For each check node m, messages Rmj, corre-
sponding to all variable nodes j that partici-
pate in a particular parity-check equation, are
computed according to:
Rmj =
∏
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
sign
(
L(qmj′)
)
×φ
⎡
⎣
∑
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
φ
(
L(qmj′)
)
⎤
⎦ , (2)
where N(m) is the set of all variable nodes
from parity-check equation m and φ(x) is
equal to:
φ(x)=− log ( tanh(x/2))= log
(
ex+1
ex−1
)
. (3)
Equation 2 is performing summations and
multiplications of different messages and
hence the name sum-product.
Step 3) Compute messages at variable nodes and pass
to check nodes,
L(qmj) = L(q j) + m′∈C( j )\{m} Rm′ j. (4)
Step 4) The a posteriori reliability messages are up-
dated according to:
L(Q j) = L(q j) + m∈C( j ) Rmj. (5)
Step 5) Threshold the values calculated in each vari-
able node to find a codeword. For every row
index j :
cˆ j =
{
1 i f L(Q j) < 0
0 else. (6)
If the codeword satisfies all the parity check
equations or if the maximum number of iter-
ation is reached then stop, otherwise continue
iterations from Step 2.
Min-Sum Algorithm The Min-Sum algorithm is an
approximation of the sum-product algorithm in which
a set of calculations on a nonlinear function φ(x), is
approximated by a minimum function. Consider the
update equation for Rmj in the Sum-Product algorithm
(Eq. 2). The term φ(x) is a monotonically decreasing
function for the values of x > 0 (See Fig. 2). It is
intuitive that the term corresponding to the smallest
‖L(qmj′)‖ in the above summation in Eq. 2 dominates,
so that:
φ
(
 j′∈N(m)\{ j }φ
(‖L(qmj′)‖
)) ≈ φ (φ (min j′ ‖L(qmj′)‖
))
= min j′ ‖L(qmj′)‖. (7)
The second equality follows from φ(φ(x)) = x. Com-
paring the Min-Sum algorithm to the Sum-Product
algorithm, Eq. 4 in the Sum-Product algorithm is re-
placed by the following approximation in Min-Sum:
Rmj ≈
⎛
⎝
∏
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
sign(L(qmj′)×min j′∈N(m)\{ j }‖L(qmj′)‖
⎞
⎠.
(8)
Because of this approximation, there is some degra-
dation in the performance of the Min-Sum algorithm
compared to the Sum-Product algorithm. The error
correcting performance of the Min-Sum algorithm can
be improved by adding an offset to, or by scaling the
soft information; the new variation of the algorithm is
called MMS algorithm.
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Figure 2 The φ(x) = − log(tanh(x/2)) function which is part of
the Log-Sum-Product algorithm.
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MMS Algorithm In the literature, it has been experi-
mentally shown that scaling the soft information during
the decoding step using the Min-Sum algorithm results
in better performance. Scaling slows down the conver-
gence of iterative decoding and reduces the overestima-
tion error compared with the Sum-Product algorithm.
Heo [28] showed that density evolution techniques can
be used to determine the optimal scaling factor. He also
showed that for a (3, 6) LDPC code a scaling factor of
0.8 is optimal. In this algorithm, it is enough to change
Step 2 in the Min-Sum algorithm to:
L(qmj) =
(
L(c j) + m′∈C( j )\{m}L(rm′ j)
) ∗ γ, (9)
in which γ is the scaling factor. Also, some researchers
have shown that adding a correcting factor to the
Min-Sum equation has the same effect as scaling [29].
Figure 3 shows a comparison between the perfor-
mance of Sum-Product, Min-Sum and MMS algorithms.
It can be seen that scaling the soft information not only
compensates for the loss of performance because of
approximation, but also results in superior performance
compared to the Sum-Product algorithm, because of
the reduction in overestimation error. MMS with scal-
ing is used as the decoding algorithm in our first
architecture and Layered belief propagation with MMS
with correcting offset (LBP-MMS) is used in the second
architecture. We will describe the LBP-MMS algorithm
in more detail in the next section.
Table 1 shows a comparison between the number of
calculations needed for each of the decoding algorithms
for a (3, 6) LDPC code in each iteration of decoding.
It can be observed that the MMS algorithm substitutes
the costly function evaluations with addition and shift
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
10–6
10–5
10–4
10–3
10–2
10–1
100
BER vs SNR , Block Size=768, Rate = 1/2
Eb/No
BE
R
Min–Sum, itr=20
Log–Sum–Product, itr=20
Modified–Min–Sum, itr=20
Figure 3 Comparison of different decoding algorithms.
Table 1 Complexity of different algorithms per iteration for a
(3,6) regular LDPC code.
Algorithm Addition φ(x) Shift
Log-Sum-Prod. 24(N − K) + 7N 12(N − K) −
Min-Sum 24(N − K) + 7N − −
Mod.Min-Sum 24(N − K) + 10N − 6N
Layered BP
with Mod.Min-Sum 28(N − K) − −
BP belief propagation
operations. Although the MMS algorithm has a few
more additions than other algorithms, it is still pre-
ferred since nonlinear function evaluations are omitted.
The function φ(x) is sensitive to quantization error
which results in loss of decoder performance. Either
direct implementation or look up tables can be used
to implement this function. Direct implementation is
costly for hardware [9]. Look-up tables (LUT) are very
sensitive to the number of quantization bits and number
of LUT values [10]. Since in each functional unit several
LUTs should be used in parallel, they can take a large
area on the chip. Eliminating the need for this function
in the decoder saves some area and complexity.
2.1.2 Layered Belief Propagation Algorithm
One of the newer versions of LDPC decoder archi-
tectures is based on the LBP algorithm as defined
in [11]. This algorithm converges twice as fast as the
original Sum-Product algorithm due to the optimized
scheduling of reliability messages [30]. The PCM can
be viewed as a group of concatenated horizontal layers
as shown in Fig. 4, where every layer represents the
component code. The belief propagation algorithm is
repeated for each horizontal ‘Layer’ and updated a pos-
teriori probabilities are passed between layers. In this
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
0
100
200
300
Columns
R
ow
s
Figure 4 PCM of a regular (3,6) LDPC code.
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algorithm, the Eqs. 1, 2, 4, 5 are performed for each
layer separately. They are replaced with:
L(qmj) = L(q j) − Rmj, (10)
Rmj =
∏
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
sign
(
L(qmj′)
)
φ
⎡
⎣
∑
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
φ
(
L(qmj′)
)
⎤
⎦ ,
(11)
L(q j) = L(qmj) + Rmj. (12)
The MMS algorithm with correcting offset can be per-
formed for LBP also [29]. In this case, the updating
of check node messages in the mth row of the kth
decoding iteration is determined as:
Rmj ≈
∏
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
sign
(
L(qmj′)
)
× max
(
min
j′∈N(m)\{ j }
|L(qmj′)| − β, 0
)
, (13)
where β is a correcting offset equal to a positive con-
stant. Hard decisions can be made after every hori-
zontal layer based on the sign of L(q j), j = 1, . . . , n.
If all parity-check equations are satisfied or the pre-
determined maximum number of iterations is reached,
then the decoding algorithm stops. Otherwise, the algo-
rithm repeats from Eq. 10 for the next horizontal layer.
3 Architecture Design for a Regular LDPC Decoder
Recent hardware designs of semi-parallel LDPC de-
coders are mostly based on block-structured PCMs,
for both regular and irregular codes. The block struc-
ture has several advantages over randomly generated
codes. First, it simplifies the interconnection network
between the variable and check nodes and allows using
permuters for address interleaving. Second, instead of
having random addressing, addresses can be generated
using linear equations. Third, it allows packed storage
of several messages in a single memory word. Authors
in [5] showed that (3, 6) is the best choice for a rate
1/2 LDPC code. We have used a (3, 6) code in our
first design and the decoding algorithm is the MMS
algorithm in the log domain.
In each iteration of the decoding, first all the check
nodes receive and update their messages and then, in
the next half-iteration all the variable nodes update
their messages. If we choose to have a one-to-one
relation between processing units in the hardware and
variable and check nodes in the Tanner graph, then the
design will be fully parallel. Obviously, a fully parallel
approach takes a large area; but is very fast. There is
also no need for central memory blocks to store the
messages. They can be latched close to the processing
units [9]. With this approach, the hardware design can
be fixed to relate to a special case of the PCM.
Implementing the LDPC decoding algorithm in a
fully-serial architecture has the smallest area since
it is sufficient to have just one Variable Functional
Unit (VFU) and one Check Functional Unit (CFU).
The fully-serial approach is suitable for Digital Signal
Processors in which there are only a few functional
units available to use. However, speed of the decoding
is very low.
To balance the trade-off between area and through-
put, the best strategy is to have a semi-parallel de-
sign. This involves the creation of “lc” CFUs and “lv”
VFUs, in which lc << N − K and lv << N and reuse
these units throughout the decoding process. The PCM
should be structured in order to enable re-usability of
units. Also, in order to design a fast architecture for
LDPC decoding, we should first design a good PCM
matrix which results in good performance with a small
number of decoding iterations. Following the block-
structured design, we have designed H matrices for
(3, 6) LDPC codes.
Figure 4 shows the regular structured PCM that has
been used in this paper. The matrix consists of (3 ×
6 = 18) blocks of size s in which s is a power of two.
Each s × s block is an identity matrix that has been
shifted to the right amn times, m = 1, ..., 3, n = 1, ..., 6.
The shift values can be any value between 0 and s − 1,
and have been determined with a heuristic search for
the best performance in the codes of the same structure.
Our approach is different from [31] since the sub-
block length is not a prime number. Also, shifts are
determined by simulations and searching for the best
matrix that satisfies our constraints (with the highest
girth [32]). Figure 5 shows a comparison between the
performance of two sets of (3, 6) LDPC codes of rate
1/2 and block lengths of 768 and 1536 designed with
the above structure. To give some comparison points,
[10] uses a LDPC code of length 1020 which achieves
BER of 10−5 and 0.3 × 10−5 for SNR of 2.7 and 3.1 dB,
respectively.
3.1 Reconfigurable Architecture for Regular Codes
For LDPC codes, increasing the block length results in
a performance improvement. This increases the error
correction ability of the code. Having a reconfigurable
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Figure 5 Simulation results for the decoding performance of
different block lengths.
architecture which can be scaled for different block
lengths enables us to choose a suitable block length
N for different applications. Usually N is in the order
of 500 ∼ 10000 bits for practical uses. Our design is
flexible for block lengths of N = 6 × 2θ for a (3,6)
LDPC code. As an example for θ = 8, N is equal to
1536. By choosing different values for θ we can get
different values for the block length. We will discuss
the statistics and design of the architecture for block
length 1536 bits, as an example. The proposed LDPC
decoder can be scaled for any block length of size
N = 6 × 2θ . The largest block length is determined with
the physical limitations of the hardware platform such
as FPGA or ASIC. It should be noted that in this
architecture, changing the block length is an off-line
process, since a new bitstream file should be compiled
to be downloaded to the FPGA.
The block diagram of a regular (3, 6) LDPC de-
coder is shown in Fig. 6. This semi-parallel architec-
ture consists of wc × wr = 3 × 6 = 18 memory units
(MEMmn, m = 1, ..., wc, n = 1, ..., wr) for storage of
the check and variable messages and wr memories
(MemInitn) for storage of the initial values read from
the channel. MemCodemn stores the decoded bits that
result from each iteration of the decoding. This archi-
tecture has several processing units called VFUs and
CFUs that are reused in each iteration. Since the code
rate is 1/2, there are twice as many columns in the
PCM as rows, which means that the number of VFUs
is two times the number of CFUs to balance the time
spent on each half-iteration. For the block length of
1536, we have chosen the parallelism factor of S = 16,
which means that there are (1536 − 768)/16 = 48 CFUs
and 96 VFUs. Each of these units is used 16 times
CFU 1
VFU 96
VFU 1
CFU 48
VFU 2
CFU 2
Controller
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel
Mem
Initn
n =1..6 MEM mn
m =1..3 
n =1..6 
MemCode mn
Output
Figure 6 Overall architecture of a semi-parallel regular LDPC
decoder.
in each iteration. These units perform computations
on different input sets that are synchronized by the
controller unit.
Figure 7 shows the interconnection between memo-
ries, address generators and CFUs that are used in the
first half of iterations. In each cycle ADGCmn generate
addresses of the messages for the CFUs. Split/Merge
(S/M) units pack/unpack messages to be stored/read
to/from memories. To increase the parallelism factor,
it is possible to pack more messages (i.e. δ) in a single
memory location. This poses a constraint on the design
of the H matrix, since the shift values should all be
multiples of δ. The finite state machine ‘control unit’
supervises the flow of messages in/out of memories and
functional units.
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Figure 7 Connections between memories, CFUs and address
generators.
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Figure 8 Parallel CFU architecture.
Figure 8 shows a parallel architecture for the CFUs.
Each CFU has wr = 6 parallel inputs and outputs. This
unit computes the minimum among different choices of
five out of six inputs. The CFU outputs the results to
output ports corresponding to each input which is not
included in the set. For example out1 is the result of:
out1 = min(abs(in2), abs(in3), ..., abs(in6)). (14)
in which abs(.) is the absolute value function.
Also, during the computations of the current itera-
tion, the CFU checks the code bits resulting from the
previous iteration to check if they satisfy the corre-
sponding parity check equation (step 5 of the decoding
algorithm). After the first half of the iteration is com-
plete, the result of all parity checks on the codeword
will be ready. With this strategy, computations in check
nodes and variable nodes can be done continuously
without the need to wait for checking the codeword
resulting from the previous iteration. This increases the
speed of the decoding.
The interconnection between VFUs and memory
units and address generator ADGV is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9 Connections between memories, VFUs and address
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Figure 10 VFU architecture.
Locations of the messages in the memories are such
that a single address generator can service all the
VFUs. The controller makes sure that all the units are
synchronized.
The architecture of a VFU is shown in the Fig. 10.
This unit adds different combinations of its inputs and
scales them with a scaling factor of 0.75 which is done
with shift and addition. Also, it thresholds the summa-
tion of its inputs to find the code-bit corresponding to
that variable node.
3.1.1 FPGA Architecture of Regular LDPC Codes
Most of the computations in a FPGA are fixed point
instead of floating point because fixed point operators
require smaller area. Fixed point operators suffer from
quantization error. Increasing the number of bits in
the operands decreases this error. There is a trade-
off between the number of quantization bits, area of
the design, power consumption and error-correcting
performance. Using more bits decreases the bit error
rate, but increases the area and power consumption
of the design. Also, depending on the nature of the
messages, the number of bits used for the integer or
fractional part of the representation is important. Our
simulations show that using 5 bits for the messages is
enough for good performance. One bit is used for the
sign and two bits for each of the integer and fractional
parts.
Since the memory blocks in the FPGA have no more
than two ports, we increase the number of the mes-
sage read/writes in each clock cycle by packing eight
message values and storing them in a single memory
address. This enable us to read 2 × 8 = 16 messages per
memory per cycle.
A prototype architecture has been implemented by
writing Hardware Description Language code and tar-
geted to a Xilinx Virtex4-xc4vfx60 FPGA. Table 2
shows the utilization statistics of the decoder on the
FPGA. The maximum clock frequency of this decoder
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Table 2 Design statistics for the (3,6) regular LDPC decoder on
Virtex4-xc4vfx60 FPGA for a block length of 1536 bits and code
rate 1/2.
Resource Used Utilization rate(%)
Slices 9,881 39
FFs 3,455 6
LUTs 18174 35
Block RAMs 66 28
is 211 MHz after place and route. Considering the
parameters of our design, it takes 96 cycles to initialize
the memories with the values read from the channel,
32 cycles for each of the CFU and VFU half-iterations,
and 48 cycles to send out the resulting codeword. Based
on the average number of decoding iterations required
to achieve a frame error rate (FER) of 10−4, the data
rate of this decoder is 397 Mbps.
4 LDPC Architecture for Block-structured Irregular
LDPC Codes
In this section, we describe the details of our second
LDPC decoder. This decoder is more general than the
first one and can be scaled to different code rates/ sizes
on the fly. It is designed to support irregular block-
structured PCMs proposed for the IEEE 802.11n wire-
less standard. Based on this standard, sub-block sizes
are multiples of 27 and the code profiles are optimized
to minimize the number of short cycles and therefore
achieve excellent performance. As an example, a PCM
of a code with a block length of 1296 bits and code-rate
of 2/3 is shown in Fig. 11. The PCM is partitioned into
square sub-matrices of size 54 × 54 with at most one
nonzero entry per row/column. Each sub-matrix is ei-
ther a shifted identity matrix or a zero matrix. The black
squares show a shifted identity matrix and the white
squares show a zero matrix. The PCMs in the standard
are similar to the PCMs that we designed for the regular
1 2 3 24
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Figure 11 An overall view of a block-structured irregular parity-
check matrix, N = 1296 bits and R = 2/3. The black squares
show a shifted identity matrix and the white squares show a zero
matrix.
LDPC decoder described in the previous section and
Fig. 4. All of them support block-structured codes. The
difference is that the PCMs in the standard support
irregular codes and hence have some zero blocks which
leads to more complex addressing in the decoder for
irregular codes.
4.1 Scalable Decoder Architecture
for Regular/Irregular Codes
In this section, we present the description of our config-
urable, flexible LDPC decoder implementation. Based
on the standard and simulation results presented in
Section 4.4, the following features are utilized: The
LBP decoding algorithm is used since it converges
twice as fast as the Sum-Product algorithm. This results
in the same error- correcting performance with half
the decoding iterations. The PCM is block-structured
and irregular, which preserves the excellent perfor-
mance of irregular random PCMs. It should be noted
that designing an architecture for irregular codes is
more challenging because it has to be flexible to support
different column degrees. The decoder accepts block
lengths of N = 648, 1296, 1944 bits as input, which
corresponds to sub-block sizes of S = 27, 54, 81, re-
spectively. It also supports four different code rates:
R = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6.
Figure 12 shows a block diagram of the LDPC de-
coder. The decoding is based on Eqs. 10, 11, and 12. The
design consists of memory blocks (RAMs and ROMs)
for storage of messages, processing blocks, permuters
to route messages from memory to the processing units
and a control unit similar to the design described in
Section 3 and Fig. 6. Decoding starts by reading a
parameter that selects the code rate and the code size of
the input codeword block. According to this value, the
appropriate values of the PCM are read from the Shift,
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Figure 12 LDPC decoder block diagram.
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Offset, Position and wr ROMs. These values are used to
generate the addresses to read/write from/in the check
and variable memories. The decoder also inputs the
reliability values and stores them in the variable mem-
ories. The variable values pass through the permuters
to be routed to the correct decoding functional unit
(DFU) for processing. In this architecture instead of
VFUs and CFUs in Section 3, we have one processing
unit that performs both computations. Hence, we call
it the DFU. After the processing stage, results enter
the ‘early detection unit’ (EDU) to check if the valid
codeword is found. Also, the results are written back
to the variable and check memories. The next layer/
iteration starts when the decoder reads a new set of
values from the variable memories. The EDU also
analyzes the decoded word in parallel with the main
processing path. The decoder stops and outputs the
resulting codeword when either of the following two
conditions is satisfied: either EDU detects a valid code-
word, or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
The control unit controls the flow of data between all
the units. We will discuss each block of the architecture
in more detail in the following sections.
4.1.1 DFU Banks
These blocks are the main processing part of the archi-
tecture since they update the check and variable mes-
sages and calculate new values. The number of parallel
processing elements in these banks shows the paral-
lelism factor of the design. For example, for the 1296
block code in Fig. 11, 54 processing nodes can work
in parallel without any data dependency restrictions.
To support different code lengths, the architecture
should support a set of sub-block sizes of S = 27, 54, 81.
Hence, we divide the DFUs into three banks, each of
which contains 27 DFUs. For the size 1944 block, all
three banks are used (81 DFUs), for the 1296 block, two
of the banks are used (54 DFUs), and for the 648 block
just one of the banks is in use. As mentioned before,
this unit replaces both CFU and VFU processing units
in the architecture in Section 3.
The DFU inputs wr values from the check memories
and wr values from the variable memories, and updates
new variable messages and check messages based on
Eqs. 10, 11 and 12.
Figure 13 shows a block diagram of the DFU. The
values of the variable and the check messages enter
this unit and the difference is calculated based on
Eq. 10. The sign and magnitude of inputs are separated
and pass through separate computation paths based
on Eq. 13. The serial Min-Sum unit inputs the ab-
solute value of the variable messages and finds the
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Figure 13 The DFU block diagram.
two minimums among the wr values and the relative
index of these values compared to the first input. Then,
the offset value is subtracted from the minimums. The
intermediate output corresponding to each input is the
minimum of all the other values. It should be empha-
sized that this architecture uses the LBP with MMS
with correcting offset, whereas, the regular LDPC ar-
chitecture used the MMS with scaling factor. Both of
these approaches result in the same improvement in the
decoding performance and decrease in the computation
requirements.
The sign of each output is the multiplication of the
signs of all the inputs other than the input correspond-
ing to this output. Then, the previous check node values
are subtracted from these and the variable node values
are added to the results to generate the final outputs
(wr of them) based on Eq. 12. The outputs of all the
S-DFUs are concatenated and stored in one address of
the variable memories. It is important to note that we
do not permute back these values; variables are stored
in the shifted order. The permuter in the next layer
uses values from the Offset ROM instead of the original
shift values. This way we eliminate the need for another
permuter which saves 8% of the total area.
Serial Min-Sum Unit This unit inputs wr values and
finds the two smallest values. Depending on the re-
quirements on the architecture, this unit can be de-
signed in two different ways: ‘Parallel–Input’ (PI) or
‘Serial–Input’. The PI generates results faster by using
processing units in parallel (refer to Section 3 and
Fig. 8). This approach is suitable for a decoder that
supports regular LDPC codes with a fixed number of
inputs. Since we are dealing with irregular codes, the
number of nonzero sub-matrices in each row of the
PCM is different for each layer. This means that
the number of inputs for the Min-Sum unit varies based
on the wr. In the irregular PCMs for our architecture,
these values are between 7 and 21 for different code
rates. In order to support a variable number of inputs,
we have designed a ‘serial’ Min-Sum unit. Although
this unit runs slower than the parallel version, it has
the flexibility of accepting any number of input values
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Figure 14 The serial Min-Sum unit block diagram.
in serial fashion using just one input port. In this way,
the hardware can support irregular codes of different
rates and sizes. The controller marks the beginning and
end of the input sequence. The Min-Sum unit finds the
two smallest numbers and their location in the sequence
compared to the first input. Figure 14 shows the block
diagram of this unit.
4.1.2 The Flexible Permuters
One of the main challenges of the LDPC decoder
is ‘routing’ the messages from the memories to the
correct processing units as quickly as possible. For a
fixed decoder that supports a single block length/code
rate,such as the decoder in Section 3, this is done by
the address generators, split/merge units and routing
wires. For a more general case, this can be done with a
network of multiplexers to route the signals according
to the shift values. We call these multiplexer networks
a ‘permuter’.
In this architecture, permuters are used to shift a
block of S, b -bit numbers to generate the correct
addressing based on the PCM. For example, a shift
of s means that the order of the outputs should be
(s + 1) . . . S,1 . . . s instead of 1 . . . S. Analysis was done
on the structure of permuters to determine the best
structure. We tested permuters of size 81 using different
sizes/combinations of multiplexers, and selected the
one with the smallest area and highest speed, which
is designed with four levels of 4 : 1, 4 : 1, 4 : 1, 2 : 1,
multiplexers with b -bit inputs/outputs.
Since permuters occupy a significant portion of the
area, instead of having three permuters to support
different values of S (corresponding to different code
rate/size), we designed a flexible permuter of size 81,
which can be used to permute any of the sub-block
sizes. This flexible permuter is made by adding a layer
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Figure 15 The flexible permuter block diagram.
of multiplexers to the original permuter of size 81 and
selecting the proper signal for each case as shown in
Fig. 15.
4.1.3 Memory Organization
There are several ROM/ RAM blocks in the system.
These blocks are divided into different banks for check
and variable messages and a few ROMs that store the
parameters to regenerate the various PCMs. To be able
to read/write one full sub-block matrix per clock cycle,
the check memory and the a posteriori memory need to
be organized in the appropriate manner.
Three memory blocks are used to store the check
messages. Organization of the check-node memory is
shown in Fig. 16. In order to increase the throughput of
the decoder and take advantage of the parallel process-
ing, we use packed storage of the check and variable
messages. S messages are concatenated and stored in a
single memory address that can be read in a single clock
cycle. Permuters are used to split and route each sin-
gle message to the corresponding DFU unit. Also, we
have divided these memory blocks into three modules
that accept the same address (to avoid extremely large
memory word lengths). Each of these modules packs
and stores 27, b-bit values from each sub-block matrix
per address. When b = 8 bits, each word in the memory
will be 27 × 8 = 216 bits long. These values correspond
to the check outputs for the DFUs numbered from 1
to 27, 28 to 54, and 55 to 81, respectively. In this way,
by reading from a single address from three memory
blocks, all the 81 check values are ready for concurrent
processing.
96
216
Rows 1,...,27 96
216
96
216
Rows 55,...,81Rows 28,...,54
Figure 16 The check memory organization block diagram.
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In the case of the largest codeword size of 1944 all
three check memory sub-modules will be used, while
only two or one module will be used in the cases of
codeword sizes of 1296 or 648, respectively. The un-
used check memory modules can be turned-off. The
depth of the check memory sub-modules depends on
the number of layers and number of non-zero sub-
block matrices per layer (row connectivity degree). The
largest depth for code rate of 1/2 is 96 since there
are (in average, because of the code irregularity) eight
non-zero sub-block matrices per layer and there are 12
layers. The addressing of check messages is very simple
since the memory locations are always accessed in an
increasing order through the use of a hardware address
increment unit.
Using the same packed storage concept, three dual
port memories are used to store the variable messages.
Organization of the memories that store the variable
values is shown in Fig. 17. The variable values are also
grouped and stored in a single memory address (groups
of 27, b-bit numbers). During the initialization step,
these messages are stored in the original order of the
inputs. They are permuted based on the elements of
the PCM to route to the correct DFU for processing.
Depending on the block sizes, the variable memories
can be divided into three or more modules.
We should note that because of the special struc-
tured design of the LDPC codes there is no memory
access conflict either in the check memories or in the
variable memories in the decoder architecture.
Packed Storage of Multiple PCMs Our flexible ar-
chitecture supports n = 3 block lengths and r = 4
code rates which gives us η = n × r = 12 combinations.
These η PCMs that correspond to each code size/rate
should be stored in ROM memories which can be very
large if stored directly. The intuition behind reducing
the memory size required for storing the PCMs is
to take advantage of the structure of the PCMs and
store a few parameters and regenerate the matrix when
needed. Considering the structure of the PCM, we can
rebuild it by knowing a few parameters: block length,
sub-block size, number of nonzero sub-matrices in each
layer of the PCM, position of the nonzero blocks and
24
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216
APPs: 55-81 24
216
APPs: 1-27
Figure 17 The variable memory organization block diagram.
the shift value to generate the shifted identity matrices.
The PCM can be regenerated on the fly using counters
and permuters.
We have added another value to these parameters
namely ‘offset’ values. These values are the shift values
with regard to the previous shift of the same layer (see
Fig. 11). For example, if the shift value for layer k is sk
and the shift value for the next layer is sk+1, the offset
ok+1 will be equal to: ok+1 = sk+1 − sk. The decoder
uses the value of ok+1 in the permuter to route the
messages.
4.1.4 Early Detection Unit
To detect that the correct codeword is found, two sets
of tests are performed after finishing the decoding of
each layer. First, check if all the parity check equations
are satisfied (Hl × c = 0). Then, compare the signs of
the updated variable messages with the previous values
of these messages and check if the signs have changed:(
sign(Lqk,lj ).sign(Lq
(k,l−p)
j )
)
> 0.
The outputs of a layer are valid if all the parity
check equations are satisfied and there is no sign change
in the results. It is required that L (total number of
layers) consecutive layers satisfy these two constraints
even if they belong to two consecutive iterations. Then,
decoding stops and the resulting codeword is output.
4.1.5 Controller
This block controls the flow of the messages into/out
of different blocks during the decoding. The controller
generates enable/reset and all the hand-shaking signals
necessary for correct operation of the decoder. It also
controls the counters that generate addresses for ROM
and RAM memories. The controller inputs the values
of block size and code rate and also reads the number
of nonzero blocks in each layer (wr) from the wr ROM.
Based on these parameters, this unit controls the flow
of data to the DFUs, Min-Sum units, permuters and
other blocks in the system. The main challenge of the
controller is to keep track of the groups of wr messages
throughout the process and read/ process/ write them at
the correct time.
4.2 Hardware Overhead
To support the highest data rates for wireless networks,
this decoder is designed to support the largest block
length (N = 1944). For the smaller block lengths some
of the DFU units and memories are unused and can
be turned off/disabled using clock gating. Because of
the data dependency, it is not possible to use a number
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Table 3 Design statistics for the flexible irregular LDPC decoder
on Virtex4-xc4vfx60 FPGA.
Resource Dec7 Dec8
Slices 11,328 12,633
FFs 12,368 13,823
LUTs 17,104 19,265
Block RAMs 87 87
of DFUs greater than the sub-block size. This is a
limitation that is imposed by the PCM structure and the
decoding algorithm. Another overhead in the design
comes from storing twelve PCMs in the memories cor-
responding to each combination of the code rate/size,
which is almost 22 Kbits. There is also 19% overhead
for the flexible permuter compared to a fixed permuter
of size 81.
4.3 Hardware Implementation of LDPC Decoder
for Irregular Codes
Two prototype architectures for the LDPC decoder
have been implemented in Xilinx System Generator
and targeted to a Xilinx Virtex4 − xc4v f x60 FPGA.
These cases include:
• LDPC decoder with 7-bit messages (Dec7)
• LDPC decoder with 8-bit messages (Dec8)
Table 3 shows the utilization statistics of these archi-
tectures. A clock frequency of 160 MHz is achieved for
both of these designs after place and route.
The proposed decoder architecture is also synthe-
sized for a Chartered Semiconductor 0.13μm, 1.2 V,
CMOS technology using the BEE/Insecta design flow
[33] and Synopsys tools. The Chartered memory com-
piler was used to generate efficient RAM and ROM
blocks. Table 4 shows the area occupied by each part of
the decoder with 8-bit messages in square millimeters.
This architecture runs at a maximum clock speed of
412 MHz and consumes 502 mW of dynamic power
(estimated using Design Compiler). The total area for
the decoder is 2.2036 mm2 for the Dec7 and 2.4928 mm2
for the Dec8.
Table 4 ASIC design statistics for the Dec8 flexible LDPC
decoder.
Resource Area mm2
Memory banks 1.1925
DFU banks 0.939
Permuters 0.289
Control 0.0029
LDPC decoder 2.4928
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Figure 18 FER for irregular block-structured PCM (R=2/3,
N=1296, MaxIter=15, LBP).
4.4 Decoding Throughput and Performance
Figure 18 shows the FER performance of the imple-
mented decoder for a 2/3-rate code with a code length
of 1296 bits and the LBP decoding algorithm. Perfor-
mance results for 6, 7 and 8-bit fixed point arithmetic
precisions and floating point are shown. Both 7 and
8-bit fixed-point precisions have small loss compared to
the floating point version.
We have estimated the decoding throughput (con-
sidering the information bits) based on the average
number of decoding iterations required to achieve a
FER of 10−4, while the maximum number of iterations
is set to 15. The clock frequency is 160 MHz for the
decoder running on the FPGA and 412 MHz for the
ASIC implementation. Figure 19 shows the average
throughput as a function of code rate and codeword
size for the decoders. As an example, for a block length
of 1944 and a rate 5/6 code, the decoder implemented
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Figure 19 Average decoding throughput for different code rates
and codeword lengths for the flexible irregular architectures
synthesized for FPGA and ASIC based on the average number
of iterations.
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on the FPGA achieves an average throughput of 292
Mbits/sec and the ASIC version achieves 736 Mbits/s.
Average FPGA latency of the decoder is between 5 and
11 μs for different block lengths/rates while the average
ASIC latency is between 2.2 and 4.5 μs.
Now, we would like to compare the results of the
two decoder architectures for the regular (refer to
Section 3) and the flexible architecture for the irregular
codes that we described in this section. The decoder
for the regular (3, 6) LDPC code of rate 1/2 and block
length 1536 bits achieves decoding throughput of 397
Mbps when running on the FPGA. The flexible decoder
for irregular codes of rate 1/2 and block length of 1296
bits achieves a throughput of 56 Mbps, and the decoder
for code rate 1/2 and block length of 1944 bits achieves
a throughput of 84 Mbps. The regular decoder achieves
much higher throughput than the flexible decoder for
irregular codes at the expense of less flexibility.
5 Conclusions
We presented the design and hardware implementation
of two decoder architectures for LDPC code. The first
one supports (3, 6) regular codes and is implemented
in parallel, having a higher throughput and smaller
area. This architecture is suitable for applications in
which throughput of the decoding is very important and
scalability is not needed. The second decoder is a flex-
ible architecture for structured irregular LDPC codes.
This decoder supports a family of code sizes and rates
and can switch between different cases on the fly. The
decoder uses serial computation units which enhances
the flexibility with the cost of increased latency. There
is also some overhead in the memory and area usage of
this decoder to support the 12 combinations of the code
sizes and code rates. This decoder is suitable for the
applications that require scalability. The decoder has
a general structure and can support both regular and
irregular codes. It can also be extended to support other
code families. Both of the decoders are implemented
on an FPGA and the flexible decoder is synthesized
for ASIC.
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